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mathematical model is developed to provide theoretical frame
work for computeroriented solution to the problem of recognizing
those records in two files which represent identical persons objects or

events said to be matched

comparison is to be made between the recorded characteristics and
values in two records one from each file and decision made as to

whether or not the members of the comparison-pair represent the same

person or event or whether there is insufficient evidence to justify either

of these decisions at stipulated levels of error These three decisions are

referred to as link A1 non-link A3 and possible link A2 The
first two decisions are called positive dispositions

The two types of error are defined as the error of the decision

when the members of the comparison pair are in fact unmatched and
the error of the decision A3 when the members of the comparison pair

are in fact matched The probabilities of these errors are defined as

uTPAj

and

Em.rPAIT
Tr

rtpective1y where uT my are the probabilities of realizing

cmparison vector whose components are the coded agreements and

disagreements on each characteristic for unmatched and matched
record pairs respectively The summation is over the whole comparison

space of possible realizations

linkage rule assigns probabilities PAIIT and PA2j and

PAay to each possible realization of An optimal linkage rule

is defined for each value of as the rule that minimizesPA at those error levels In other words for fixed levels of error the
rule minimizes the probability of failing to make positive dispositions

theorem describing the construction and properties of the optimal

linkage rule and two corollaries to the theorem which make it practical

working tool are given

INTRODUCTION

HE necessity for comparing the records contained in file LA with those
in file LB in an effort to determine which pairs of records relate to the

same population unit is one which arises in many contexts most of which can
be categorized as either the construction or maintenance of master file

for population or merging two files in order to extend the amount of

information available for population units represented in both files

The expansion of interest in the problem in the last few years is explained by
three main factors

creation often as by-product of administrative programmes of

large files which require maintenance over long periods of time and which
often contain important statistical information whose value could be in
creased by linkage of individual records in different files
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increased awareness in many countries of the potential of record linkage

for medical and genetic research

advances in electronic data processing equipment and techniques which

make it appear technically and economically feasible to carry out the

huge amount of operational work in comparing records between even

medium-sized files

number of computer-oriented record linkage operations have already been

reported in the literature
as well as

at least two attempts to develop theory for record linkage
The

present paper is the authors hope an improved version of their own earlier

papers on the subject
The theory developed along the lines

of classical hypothesis testing leads to linkage rule which is quite similar to

the intuitively appealing approach of Newcombe

The approach of the present paper is to create mathematical model within

the framework of which theory is developed to provide guidance for the

handling of the linkage problem Some simplifying assumptions are introduced

and some practical problems are examined

THEORY

There are two populations and whose elements will be denoted by

and respectively We assume that some elements are common to and

Consequently the set of ordered pairs

AXB ab
is the union of two disjoint sets

ill ab baAbB

and tab
which we call the matched and unmatched sets respectively

Each unit in the population has number of characteristics associated with

it e.g name age sex marital status address at different points in time

place and date of birth etc. We assume now that there are two record generat

ing processes one for each of the two populations The result of record

generating process is record for each member of the population containing

some selected characteristics e.g age at certain date address at certain

date etc. The record generating process also introduces some errors and some

incompleteness into the resulting records e.g errors of reporting or failure to

report errors of coding transcribing keypunching etc. As result two un

matched members of and may give rise to identical records either due to

errors or due to the fact that an insufficient number of characteristics are in

cluded in the record and conversely two matched identical members of

and may give rise to different records We denote the records correspond

ing to members of and by aa and respectively

We also assume that simple random samples denoted by and respec

tively are selected from each of and We do not however exclude the
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possibility that A1A and BB The two given files L..1 and L3 re con
sidered to be the result oT the application of the record generating process to

and respectively For simplicity of notation we will drop the subscript

The first step in attempting to link the records of the two files i.e identifying

the records which correspond to matched members of and is the compari
son of records The result of comparing two records is set of codes encoding
such statements as name is the same name is the same and it is Brown
name disagrees name missing on one record agreement on city part of

address but not on street etc Formally we define the comparison vector as

vector function of the records aa 13b

13b 13bJ 7IC13bJ

It is seen that is function on XB We shall write ya or ya 13 or

simply as it serves our purpose The set of all possible realizations of is called

the comparison space and denoted by r.
In the course of the linkage operation we observe ya and want to decide

either that is matched pair Ei11 call this decision denoted by A1
positive link or that is an unmatched pair call this decision

denoted by A3 positive non-link There will be however some cases in which

we shall find ourselves unable to make either of these decisions at specified

levels of error as defined below so that we allow third decision denoted A2
possible link

linkage rule can now be defined as mapping from the comparison
space onto set of random decision functions where

d7 PA11 PA2I PAlI
and

EPAd1
In other words corresponding to each observed value of the linkage rule

assigns the probabilities for taking ech of the three possible actions For some
or even all of the possible values of the decision function may be degenerate
random variable i.e it may assign one of the actions with probability equal to

We have to consider the levels of error associated with linkage rule We
assume for the time being that pair ofrecords 13b is selected for

comparison according to some probability process from L.4 LB this is equiv
alent to selecting pair of elements at random from XB due to the

construction of LA and LB The resulting comparison vector 13b is

random variable We denote the conditional probability of given that

EM by mT Thus

m7 13b bEM
$bJJ .Pa bI

obM

Similarly we denote the conditional probability of given that by
u.Thus
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P7abEUPy
ab

There are two types of error associated with linkage rule The first occurs

when an unmatched comparison is linked and has the probability

PA1 .PA1
7e

The second occurs when matched comparison is non-linked and has the

probability

PA3IM EmPAaI

linkage rule on the space will be said to be linkage rule at the levels

Oiland 0X1 and denoted by Li if

PA1j 10

and

PA3 ill 11

Among the class of linkage rules on which satisfy 10 and 11 the linkage

rule L1i will be said to be the optimal linkage rule if the relation

PA2IL PA2IL 12

holds for every Lii in the class

In explanation of our definition we note that the optimal linkage rule maxi

mizes the probabilities of positive dispositions of comparisons i.e decisions

A1 and A3 subject to the fixed levels of error in 10 and 11 or put differ

ently it minimizes the probability of failing to make positive disposition

This seems reasonable approach since in applications the decision A2 will re

quire expensive manual linkage operations alternatively if the probability of

A2 is not small the linkage process is of doubtful utility

It is not difficult to see that for certain combinations of and the class of

linkage rules satisfying 10 and 11 is empty We admit only those combina

tions of and for which it is possible to sat.isfy equations 10 and 11 simul

taneously with some set of decision functions as defined by and For

more detailed discussion of admissibility see Appendix At this point it is

sufficient to note that pair of values will be inadmissible only if one or

both of the members are too large and that in this case we would always be

happy to reduce the error levels

2.1 fundamental theorem

We first define linkage rule L0 on We start by defining unique ordering

of the finite set of possible realizations of

If any value of is such that both and uy are equal to zero then the

unconditional probability of realizing that value of is equal to zero and
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hence it need not be included in \Ve now assign an order arbitrarily to all

for which ny0 hut

Next we order all renlaining in such way that the corresponding se

quence of

is monotone decreasing When the value of my/uy is the same for more
than one we order these arbitrarily

We index the ordered set by the subscript Nr and
write uu m1niI

Let be an admissible pair of error levels and choose ii and such that

iuiui 13

14
in

where Nr is the number of points in

We assume for the present that when 13 and 14 are satisfied we have

Nr This will ensure that the levels are admissible Let

LoM denot.e the linkage rule defined as follows having observed com
parison vector take action positive link if in1 action whennin1 and action positive non-link when in1 When in orin then random decision is required to achieve the error levels and
exactly Formally

100 in1
Pa

d72 15
01PP in
001 irt

where and are defined as the solutions to the equations

uPzEu 16

17

THEOREM Let L02 be the linkage rule defined by 15 Then is

best linkage rule on at the levels hz The proof is given in Appendix
The reader will have observed that the whole theory could have been

formulated although somewhat awkwardly in terms of the classical theory of

hypothesis testing We can test first the null hypothesis that against

slightly extended version of the theorm is given in Appendix
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the simple alternative that EM the action A1 being the reet.ion of the

null hypothesis and
JL

the level of significance Similarly the action A3 is the

rejection at the significance level of the null hypothesis that bEM in

favour of the simple alternative that The linkage rule is equivalent

to the likelihood ratio test and the theorem above asserts this to be the uni

formly most powerful test for either hypothesis

We state without proof two corollaries to the theorem These corollaries

although mathematically trivial are important in practice

Corollary If

the Lou the best linkage rule at the levels becomes

100 if lin
if iil 18

001 if niNr
If we define

myn
TM

myn
u-

then the linkage rule 18 can be written equivalently2 as

100 if TMm/u
dy 010 if m/u 19

if m/uy Tx

Corollary Let and be any two positive numbers such that

TMTx

Then there exists an admissible pair of error levels corresponding to

TM and Tx such that the linkage rule 19 is best at these levels The levels

are given by

20

EmT 21
rx

where

rn Tm/ur 22

rxTm/u 23

We are grateful to the referee for pointing out that 19 and 18 are exactly equivalent only if

and m_/u_a m/u
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In many applications we may be willing to tolerate error levels sufficiently high

to preclude the action A2 In this case we choose and or alternatively

and so that the middle set of in 18 or 19 is empty In other words

every is allocated either to or to The theory for the allocation of

observations to one of two mutually exclusive populations may thus be re

garded as special case of the theory given in this paper

APPLICATIONS

3.1 Some Practical Problems

In attempting to implement the theory developed in the previous section

several practical problems need to be solved They are outlined briefly below

and taken up in more detail in subsequent sections

The large number of possible values of and uy Clearly the number
of distinct realizations of may be so large as to make the computation

and storage of the corresponding values of and impractical

The amount of computation and storage can be substantially reduced on

the basis of some simplifying assumptions

Methods to calculate the quantities niey and uy Two methods are

proposed

Blocking the files Implicit in the development of the theory is the as
sumption that if two files are linked then all possible comparisons of all

the records of both files will be attempted It is clear that even for medium
sized files t.he number of comparisons under this assumption would he

very large e.g 10 records in each file would imply 1010 comparisons
In practice the files have to be blocked in some fashion and comparisons

made only within corresponding blocks The impact of such blocking on

the error levels will be examined

Calculations of threshold values It should be clear from Corollary that

we do not have to order explicitly the values of in order to apply the

main theorem since for any particular the appropriate decision A1
A2 or A3 can be made by comparing m/uy with the threshold values

and We shall outline method of establishing these threshold

values corresponding to the required error levels
ji

and

Choice of the comparison space The main theorem provides an optimal

linkage rule for given comparison space Some guidance will be pro
vided on the choice of the comparison space

3.2 Some simplifying assumption.s

In practice the set of distinct vector values of may be so large that the

estimation of the corresponding probabilities my and becomes corn

letely impracticable In order to make use of the theorem it will be necessary
to make some simplifying assumptions about the distribution of

We assume that the components of can be re-ordered and grouped in such

way that

and that the vector components are mutually statistically independent with
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respect to each of the conditional distributions Thus

my mj1n2T2 inyK 24

uy ulTu22 Ukç 25

where and uy are defined by and respectively and

PI abEM
u1 PI abEU

For simplicity of notation we shall write and instead of the

technically more precise and u7 As an example in comparison of

records relating to persons might include all comparison components that

relate to surnames all comparison components that relate to addresses

The components and are themselves vectors the subcomponents of

for example might represent the coded results of comparing the different com

ponents of the address city name street name house number etc. If two

records are matched i.e when in fact they represent the same person or event

then disagreement configuration could occur due to errors Our assumption

says that errors in names for example are independent of errors in addresses

If two records are unmatched i.e when in fact they represent different persons

or events then our assumption says that an accidental agreement on na-me for

example is independent of an accidental agreement on address In other words

what we do assume is that are conditionally independently dis

tributed We emphasize that we do not assume anything about the uncondi

tional distribution of

It is clear that any monotone increasing function of my/uy could serve

equally well as test statistic for the purpose of our linkage rule In particular

it will be advantageous to use the logarithm of this ratio and define

logm log uyk 26

We can then write

w7 w2 wK 27

and use as our test statistic with the understanding that if or

m-y then or wy -- in the sense that wT is greater or

smaller than any given finite number

Suppose that yk can take on flk
different configurations We

define

Ic Ic Ic

w1 1ogm1 log u3 28

it is convenience for the intuitive interpretation of the linkage process that the

weights so defined are positive for those configurations for which rn
negative for those configurations for which my and that this prop

erty is preserved by the weights associated with the total configuration

The number of total configurations i.e the number of points ET is ob

viously n-1 However because of the additive property of the
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weights defined for components it will be sufficient to determine n1n2
nK weights We can then always determine the weight associated with any

by employing t.his additivity

3.3 The Calculation of Weights

An assumption made at the outset of this paper was that the files LA and LB

represent samples and of the populations and This assumption is

often necessary in some applications when one wishes to use set of values of

and computed for some large populations and while the ac

tually observed files LA and LB Æorrespond to some subpopulations and

For example in comparing set of incoming records against master file in

order to update the file one may want to consider the master file and the in

coming set of records as corresponding to samples and of some conceptual

populations and One might compute the weights for the full comparison

space corresponding to and and apply these weights repeatedly on differ

ent update runs otherwise one would have to recompute the weights on each

occasion

Of course it seldom occurs in practice that the subpopulations represented

by the files LA and L5 are actually drawn at random from any real populations

and However it is clear that all the theory presented in this paper will

still hold if the assumption is relaxed to the assumption that the condition of

entry of the subpopulation into the files is uncorrelated with the distribution

in the populations of the characteristics used for comparisons This second

assumption obviously holds if the first does although the converse is not

necessarily true

In this paper we propose two methods for calculating weights In the first

of t.hese we assume that prior information is available on the distribution in

the populations and of the characteristics used in comparison as well as

on the probabilities of different types of error introduced into the files by the

record generating processes The second method utilizes the information in the

files LA and LB themselves to estimate the probabilities and The

validity of these estimates is strongly predicated on the independence assump
tion of the previous section Specifically it requires that the formal expression

for that independence should hold almost exactly in the subpopulation LA XLB
which in turn requires that the files LA and LB should be large and should

satisfy at least the weaker of the assumptions of the previous paragraph

Another procedure proposed by Tepping is to draw sample

from LAXLB identify somehow with negligible error the matched and un
matched comparisons in this sample and thus estimate rn and directly

The procedure seems to have some difficulties associated with it If and when

the identification of matched and unmatched records can in fact be carried out

with reasonable accuracy and with reasonable economy even if only at least

occasionally then it might provide useful check or corroboration of the rea

sonableness of assumptions underlying the calculation of weights

Finally the weights wy or alternatively the probabilities and uT
derived on one occasion for the linkage LAXLB can continue to be used on
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subsequent occasion for the linkage say LAXLB provided and can be

regarded as samples from the same populations as and and provided the

record generating processes are unaltered

3.3.1 Method

Suppose that one component of the records associated with each of the two

populations and is the surname The comparison of surnames on two

records will result in component of the comparison vector This component

may be simple comparison component such as name agrees or name dis

agrees or name missing on oneor both records in this case yk is scalar

or it may be more complicated vector component such as for example rec

ords agree on Soundex code the Soundex code is B650 the first characters of

the name agree the second characters of the name agree the surname is

BROWNING
In either of the two files the surname may be reported in error Assume that

we could list all error-free realizations of all surnames in the two populations

and also the number of individuals in the respective populations corresponding

to each of these surnames Let the respective frequencies in and be

and

IB1IB Ef NB

Let the corresponding frequencies in ACB be

1112 fm Ei1 NAB

The following additional notation is needed

eA or the respective probabilities of name being misreported in LA

or LB we assume that the probability of misreporting is inde

pendent of the particular name
eAO or eBO the respective probabilities of name not being reported in

LA or LB we assume that the probability of name not being

reported is independent of the particular name
er the probability the name of person is differently though cor

rectly reported in the two files this might arise for example if

LA and LB were generated at different times and the person

changed his name

Finally we assume that eA and are sufficiently small that the probability

of an agreement on two identical though erroneous entries is negligible and

that the probabilities of misreporting not reporting and change are indepen

dent of one another

We shall first give few rules for the calculation of and corresponding
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to the following configurations of name agrees
and it is the jth listed name

name disagrees name missing on either record

in name agrees and is the jth listed name

eA1 eB1 erl CAO1 eDo

29

eA eB er eAoeBo

in name disagrees

eA1 en1 eTJ1 eAol eBo
30

eAeBer
name missing on either file

eAo1 eBo e4o 31

name agrees and is the jth listed name

L-l eA eT1 eAOI eBo

N4 NB
32

141 fB eAeBereAoeBo
NA NB

name disagrees

eA1 eB1 er
fa -1 eAo1 eBo

33
IA faj

Ii eB BT _i eRa

N4N11

name missing on either file

eAo1 eao eAQ eBb 34

The proportions fAj/NA fBi/NB f1/N may be taken in many applications to

be the same This would be the case for example if two large files can be

assumed to be drawn from the same population These frequencies may be

estimated from the files themselves

second remark relates to the interpretation of weights It will be recalled

that according to 28 the contribution to the overall weight of the name com

ponent is equal to log rn/u and that comparisons with weight higher than

specified number will be considered linked while those whose weight is below

specified number will be considered unlinked It is clear from 2934 that an

agreement on name will produce positive weight and in fact the rarer tl1e

name the larger the weight disagreement on name will produce negative

weight which decreases with the errors eB er if the name is missing on either

record the weight will be zero These results seem intuitively appealing
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We should emphasize that it is not necessary to list all possible names for the

validity of formulae 29 to 34 We might only list the more common names

separately grouping all the remaining names In the case of groupings the

appropriate formulae in 29 to 34 have to be summed over the corresponding

values of the subscript The problem of how to group configurations is taken

up in later section

Finally we should mention that formulae 29 to 34 relate to reasonably

simple realizations of such as list of names or list of ages or lists of other

possible identifiers In more complex cases one may be able to make use of these

results with appropriate modifications in conjunction with the elementary

rules of probability calculus Alternatively one may have recourse to the

method given below

3.3.2 Method II

The formulae presented in Appendix can be used under certain circum

stances to estimate the quantities and the number of matched

records simply by substituting into these formulae certain frequencies which

can be directly and automatically counted by comparing the two files

Mathematically the only condition for the validity of these formulae is that

should have at least three components which are independent with respect to

the probability measures rn and in the sense of 24 and 25 It should be

kept in mind however that for agreement configurations myk is typically

very close to one is very close to zero and conversely for diagreement

configurations Therefore the estimates of and can be subject to

substantial sampling variability unless the two files represent censuses or large

random samples of the populations and

The detailed formulae and their proofs are included in the Appendix At this

point only an indication of the methods will be given For simplicity we present

the method in terms of three components If in fact there are more than three

components they can be grouped until there are only three left Clearly this

can be done without violating 24 and 25
For each component vector of designate the set of configurations to be con

sidered as agreements and denote this set of vectors for the hth component

by Sh The designation of specific configurations as agreements may he

arbitrary but subject to some numerical considerations to be outlined in the

Appendix

The following notation refers to the frequencies of various configurations of

Since they are not conditional frequencies they can be obtained as direct

counts by comparing the files LA and LB

Mh the proportion of agreement in all components except the hth any

configuration in the kth component

Uh the proportion of agreement in the hth component any configuration

in the others

the proportion of agreement in all components

Denote also the respective conditional probabilities of agreements by
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lnh 35

Uh u-y 36
leSh

It follows from the assumptions 24 and 25 that the expected values of Mh
Ub and 2W with respect to the sampling procedure if any and the record gen

erating process through which the files LA and L8 arose from the populations

and can be expressed simply in terms of and uh as follows

NANBEMh EN II rn1 EN uo 37
jI
1h jh

NANBEUh ENmh ENjuh 38

NANBEM EN II m1 EN flu1 39

where NA and N8 are the known number of records in the files LA and LB and

is the unknown number of matched records

Dropping the expected values we obtain seven equations for the estimation

of the seven unknown quantities uhh The solution of these

equations is given in Appendix

Having solved for mh uh and the quantities nz and uyk are easily com
puted by substituting sorpe additional directly observable frequencies into

some other equations also presented in Appendix The frequency counts re

quired for all the calculations can be obtained at the price of three sorts of the

two files

It is our duty to warn the reader again that although these equations provide

statistically consistent estimates the sampling variability of the estimates may
be considerable if the number of records involved NA N11 is not sufficiently

large One might get an impression of the sampling variabilities through the

method of random replication i.e by splitting both of the files at random

into at least two parts and by performing the estimation separately for each

Alternatively one can at least get an impression of the sampling variabilities

of TMh Uh and 2W by assuming that they are estimated from random sample

of size NANB
Another word of caution may be in order The estimates are computed on the

basis of the independence assumptions of 24 and 25 In the case of de

partures from independence the estimates as estimates of the probabilities

iny and uy may be seriously affected and the resulting weights m/
would lose their probabilistic interpretations What is important of

course is their effect on the resulting linkage operation We believe that if

sufficient identifying information is available in the two files to carry out the

linkage operation in the first place then the operation is quite robust against

departures from independence One can get an impression of the extent of the

departures from independence by carrying out the calculations of Appendix

on the basis of alternative designations of the agreement configurations
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3.4 Restriction of Explicit Comparisons to Subs pace

In practice of course we do not select comparisons at random from LA XL8
But then in practice we are not concerned with the probability of the event

A1I or the event A31 for any particular comparison but rather with the

proportion of occurrences of these two events in the long run Clearly if our

linkage procedure is to examine every comparison /3ELA XL then we could

formally treat any particular comparison as if it had been drawn at random

from LA XLB The only change in our theory in this case would he the replace

ment of probabilities with proportions In particular the probabilities of error

and would then have to be interpreted as proportions of errors With this

understanding we can continue to use the notation and concepts of probability

calculus in this paper even though often we shall think of probabilities as

proportions

We have now made explicit second point which needs to be examined We
would seldom be prepared to examine every ELA XLB since it is clear

that even for medium sized files say 10 record each the number of compari
sons 1010 would outstrip the economic capacity of even the largest and fastest

computers

Thus the number of comparisons we will examine explicitly will be restricted

to subspace say of This might be achieved for example by partitioning

or blocking the two files into Soundex-coded Surname blocks and making

explicit comparisons only between records in corresponding blocks The sub-

space is then the set of for which the Soundex Surname component has

the agreement status All other are implicit positive non-links the compari
sons in will not even be actually compared hence they may not be either

positive or possible links We consider the effect that this procedure has on the

error levels established for the all-comparison procedure

Let and rx be established as in Corollary for the all-comparison pro
cedure so as to satisfy

rT my/u7
rx mf/u-y Tx

where

uey

If we now regard all TEr__r as implicit positive non-links we must

adjust our error levels to

uy 40
rfl

41
rxfl

where and denote complements taken with respect to i.e rrand

respectively
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The first of these expressions indicates that the level of is reduced by the

sum of the u-probabilities of those comparisons which would have been links

under the all-comparison procedure but are implicit non-links under the block

ing procedure The second expression indicates that the actual level of is in

creased by the sum of the rn-probabilities of t.he comparisons that would be

links or possible links under the all-comparison procedure but are implicit

non-links under the blocking procedure

The probabilities of failure to make positive disposition under the block

ing procedure are given by

PA m-f 42
yerMn rx rn rxn

p4 uy 43
lrPflrx vnrxflr

the second term on the right in each case being the reduction due to the block

ing procedure

These expressions will be found to be useful when we consider the best way
of blocking file

3.5 Choice of Error Levels and Choice of Subs pace

In choosing the error levels Cu we may want to be guided by the considera

tion of losses incurred by the different actions

Let G1A and GA be non-negative loss functions which give the loss

associated with the disposition A1 i1 for each type of comparison

Normally we would set

GMAj GA3
and we do so here Reverting to the all-comparison procedure we set so

as to minimize the expected loss given by the expression

PMEGMA2J Pu.E
PMPA2I M.GAfA XGMA3 44PUPA2 UGuA

Note that PA2 and PA2J are functions of and We give later

practical procedure for determining the values of which minimize 44
Suppose that have been set so as to minimize 44 We now consider

the effects of blocking the files and introduce an additional component in the

loss function which expresses the costs of comparisons GjLA XLB under

blocking procedure equivalent to making implicit comparisons in subspace

We seek that subspace which minimizes the total expected loss

cPM.E PUE
GrLA L5

cPI1iPA2 iJGMA2 xG1A3 45PU P41 UGu4J
GrsLA L8
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where denotes probabilities under the blocking procedure given by 42 and

43 respectively and denotes the number of comparisons in LA L8 Now if

the processing cost of comparisons under any blocking is simply propor

tional to the number of comparisons i.e

GrLA LB ac

then we can minimize

PilI MGMA2XGfA3PU PA2 UGuA2 46

The last term is the product of the cost per comparison and the reduction

ratio in the number of comparisons to be made explicitly

No explicit solution of 46 seems possible under such general conditions

However 46 can be used to compare two different choices of Once

choice of has been made the theoretical error levels can be chosen

using 40 and 41 so that the actual error levels meet the error spe
cification The threshold values are then calculated from the theoreti

cal error levels

3.6 Choice of corn pari.son space

Let and be two comparison spaces with conditional distributions mw
uw and mw uw and threshold values and respectively

the threshold values being in both cases so determined that they lead to the

same error levels

Now in manner precisely analogous to our linkage criterion we might say

that comparison space is better than comparison space at the error

levels if

PT wy Ta PT wT 47

where it is assumed that the comparisons are made under the optimal linkage

rule in each case The linkage criterion developed for given is independent

of ix and PM Clearly we cannot hope for this to be the case in general

with criterion for the choice of comparison space

Expanding the expression 47 we have as our criterion at the level

PM rnwPU uw
TwT TwTPM mwPU uw

In most practical cases of course PM is very small and the two sides of 48
are dominated by the second term However if blocking procedure has

reduced the number of unmatched comparisons greatly it would be more ap
propriate to use PM and PU appropriate to the subspace i.e to the

set of comparisons that will be made explicitly than to use PM and PU
provided the same blocking procedure is to be used for each choice of com
parison space PM and PU or alternatively PM and PU have to be
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guessed at for the application of 48 The difference between the right hand

side and the left hand side of 48 is equal to the reduction of PA2 due to the

choice of the comparison space

In practice the difference between two comparison spaces will often be the

number of configurations of component vectors which are listed out in addition

to the simple agreementdisagreement configurations e.g agreement

on name Jones agreement on name Smith etc. The formula 48 can be

used to compare the loss or gain in dropping some special configurations or

listing out explicitly some more

3.7 Calculation of threshold values

Having specified all the relevant configurations and determined their

associated weights it remains to set the

threshold values TM and corresponding to given and and to estimate the

number or proportion of failures to make positive dispositions of comparisons

As shown before the number of weights to be determined is equal to

ntn2 flK The total number of different configurations is however

fl1fl2 Since the number of total configurations will in most practical

situations be too large for their complete listing and ordering to be feasible

we have resorted to sampling the configurations in order to estimate TM and

Since we are primarily interested in the two ends of an ordered list of total

configurations we sample with relatively high probabilities for configurations

which have very high or very low weights

The problem is made considerably easier by the independence of the com
ponent vectors Thus if we sample independently the component conIlgura

tions with probabilities z11 z12 respectively we will

have sampled the total configuration -y1 -y with probability

zj Hence we do not need to list all configurations of for

sampling purposes only all configurations of .yk for each

We speed up the sampling process and increase the efficiency of the sample

by ordering the configurations listed for each component by decreasing values

wk and sampling according to the following scheme

Assign selection probabilities roughly proportional to

Choose configuration from each component If the configuration is

chosen from the kth component with probability choose also the

configuration Yk
Combine the first members of the pairs chosen from each component to

give one total configuration and the second members to give another

Repeat the whole procedure 8/2 times to give with-replacement sample

of total configurations

The sample is then ordered by decreasing values of

Wj W2 WK 49

Let hh be the hth member of the ordered listing of the sample

Note If configuration with the same value of occurs twice in the sample

it is listed twice Then PwT wTh .EM is estimated by
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mh/1rh 50

where

5fh 51

and

Z7h Zn_h1lZn_h21 52

while

Pwy Wh is estimated by

53
ugh./lryh

41

The threshold values TXh and TLh are simply the weights wh and

We have written computer program which working from list of configura

tions for each vector component and associated selection probabilities selects

sample of total configurations orders the sample according to 49 calculates

the estimates 50 and 53 and finally prints out the whole list giving for each

total configuration its associated Xh TXh and T/.Lh

We can use the same program to examine alternative blocking procedures

see Section 3.4 Thus in the ordered listing of sampled configurations we can

identify those which would be implicit positive non-links under blocking pro
cedure which restricts explicit comparisons to subspace Thus correspond

ing to any values of and or and we can obtain the second terms in

each of the expressions 40 41 42 and 43 Alternatively if the implicit

positive non-links are passed over in the summations 40 and 41 we can read

off the values of the left-hand sides of those expressions If we arrange this for

alternative blocking procedures we are able to use the output of the program to

make choice of blocking procedures according to 46
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APPENDIX

FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM FOR RECORD LINKAGE

We stated that is an admissible pair of error levels provided JL and

are not both too large We will make this statement more precise

Let

fl Yr

U0O
Nr

Mn fl

MNF1

and define ft as shown in Figure on the interval as the monotone

decreasing polygon line passing through the points Un M1 for

It is possible of course to state the definition more precisely but

unnecessary for our purposes

The area contained by the axes and including the line defines the

region of admissible pairs In other words is an admissible pair if
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41

FIG

and

Let n/2 be the integer such that

LinCu_l iz

and nX the integer such that

MnA MmXl
Define

XI

Ii

n2 ni uX

Nr
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and

p_MflP1

It follows from the way in which the configurations were ordered and t.he re
strictions on and that the denominators of the expressions on the right of

and are positive

It is easy to see from Figure that

0P.1 and 0P.1 10
It is also clear from Figure that are admissible if and only if

nX
e.g na in Figure

or 11
mX and Px

e.g ib Xb in Figure

Thus and simply divide the admissible region into two areas one

bounded by the axes and the broken lines in Figure and the other bounded

by the broken lines and the polygon line

Finally from Figure and the definitions of and nX we see that

if and only if

nX nz and Px 12
i.e th vertices of

or

nX nCu and Px PM 13
i.e points on other than vertices

Let be an admissible pair of error levels on We define linkage rule

L0 as follows

If nXnz1 then

10 ifi

PM PM0 ifi nM
doy1 10

if mX
01 if nX
001 ifinXl

If nX and PxPM1

f1 if n/.z ..

d0 PM PM if nj1 nX
if nX
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It is easy to see that is admissible if and only if one of the two conditions

above holds

We have now defined linkage rule for an arbitrary pair of admissible levels

It follows immediately from the definition of L0 that PA2

if and only if Xf1
Theorem If is an admissible pair of error levels on then Loi

is the best linkage rule on at the levels and If is not admissible on

then there are levels with

Lo and Xo 14

with at least one of the inequalities in 14 being definite inequality such

that Lio Xo is bett.er than LoM and for which

PLOAl 15

This theorem explains the terminology inadmissible This simply means

that we should not consider linkage rules at inadmissible error levels since in

this case L1 always provides linkage rule at lower error levels for which we

still have PA2 i.e only the positive dispositions A1 and A3 occur

Proof

Let Lj be any linkage rule with admissible levels Then

can be characterized by the set of decision functions

d1 P1 P2 P3 16

where

P5_PA1ly j123 i12Nr 17

Clearly

Nr

PL.Aj u1Pj 18

PLA3IM mP3 19

Consider the linkage rule Loi It is characterized by equations analogous

to 16 to 19 but replaced by as defined above We shall prove that

PA2j L0 PA2 20

According to the construction of L0 the which happen to be zero have the

smallest subscripts the which happen to be zero have the largest subscripts

More rigorously there are subscripts and such that

uO ifir1 u0 ifir 21

mO ifisl- m0 ifis 22

We have seen previously that

UnuO
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and

mX
hence

ns

n.X

hence

P111 fori12...r1 23
for 24

that is whenever it is zero then P1 and whenever then P0
By definition of it follows that

Nr

u1P1j uPj 25

Putting nnM and observing that hf in we can express 25 as

follows

nI Nr

u1 uP u1P

or

nI Np

u11 P1 uP P.1 u1P1 26
ii in1

With the possible exception of the last term on the left it is clear that every
term in 26 is non-negative We assume without loss of generality that the

term in question is non-negative for if it were negative we would simply

transfer it to the other side of the equality and all of the steps to follow would
hold It follows that if not every term in 26 is equal to zero then both sides

are positive Assume for the moment that this is the case

It follows from the ordering of that

um.1 um whenever 27

It is now seen that

Nr -lrnl

maPiJ ut1 P1 UP
jn1 11

m11 P1 mP P1 uiPi

since by 27 every term in the expansion of the left hand side is of the form

m1u1P11 P1 or m5uPP P1
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and corresponding to each there is similar term on the right hand side but

with mu1 replaced by mu1 and m1u1 replaced by mu1 Dividing 28 by 26

we get

Nr ni

mPj m1 P1 mP
jn-4-i fi

or

Nr Ni

m1Pj mP1i 29

If every term in 26 was zero 29 would still hold since in that case we would

have

Pj1P1 fori_r

i.e whenever u0 and we would have

P11 for

because of 23 and because P1 for every Hence 29 would hold in this

case as well

By definition

Nr Nr

m1P3 m2P13 30

From 29 and 30 we get

Nr Nr

m1Pi P3 P11 P3

or

Nr Np

m11 P2 m1 P12 31

Because

Nr

Ern we get

Np Np

rnIPI2 m1P2

or

PLOA2 PLA2 32

It can be shown similarly that

PLOAI PLA2 33
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But 32 and 33 together state that

PA2 L0 PA2 34
which completes the proof of the first part of the theorem Note that we have

actually proved more than 34 since we have proved that L0 is optimal sepa
rately under both the conditions and the condition This also explains

why the prior probabilities PM and PU do not enter either the statement

or the proof of the theorem our result is independent of these prior probabil
ities The underlying reason of course lies in the fact that the error levels are

concerned with conditional probabilities of misallocation The situation would

change if one tried to minimize the unconditional probability of misallocation

or if one tried to minimize some general loss function

As for the proof of the second part let be an inadmissible pair of error

levels O1 OX1 Since fi is strictly monotone decreasing con
tinuous function in the range determined by

OLL1
fCh

it will intersect at unique point the straight line drawn through and
This is illustrated in Figure Denote this point by Xo Then

iO
x0

and

fO4o 35
The linkage rule LoMo Xo is in light of 36 12 and 13 such that

PA2 L0

Hence L00 is better linkage rule than any other linkage rule at the

level

This completes the full proof of our theorem

The form of the theorem given in the text is an immediate corollary of the

theorem above and the expression 11

APPENDIX Ii

METHOD II FOR THE CALCULATION OF WEIGHTS

Denoting

NANB

the equations resulting from 37 to 39 by dropping expected values can be

written as

N3 c-N
IT m1 II k123

j1.jk j.1jJç
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cN
Uk mk Uk 123

c-N
II m1 II u1
jt

We introduce the transformation

mk mk Uk

UkUkUk
Substituting rnk and Uk from and into we obtain

cN
mk Uk 123

Substituting and into and then substituting in the resulting equa

tions from we obtain

cNr
rn U1

Denoting

Mk II
j1.jk

we obtain by multiplying the three equations under and by taking square

roots

fIrn _NIæR
Dividing by and putting

10

Bk II R2/R 11
j-1jk

weget

rn BkX 12

and from to

mk Uk BkX 13

Uk Uk Bk/X 14

We can now substitute into mk and Uk from 13 and 14 respectively and

as expressed from 10 We obtain

X2 11U1 B1X U1 B1/X 15
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After expanding 15 some cancellations and substitution of Bk from 11 we
get t.he following quadratic equation in

//flRJX2_l 16

The positive root of this equation is

M_RJU_fJUJ

u12 IIRJ /2 4/ 17

The estimates of rn Uk and are now easily obtained from 10 13 and 14
Having solved these equations we can proceed to estimate the specific values

of in and which are required We introduce some additional notation

which as before refers to observable frequencies

Mky the proportion of agreement in all components except the kth
the specific configuration in the kth component

Ujy the proportion of agreement in the first in the second and any
configuration in the third component

Uiy the proportion of agreement in the first in the third and

any configuration in the third component
the proportion of in the first agreement in the second and

any configuration in the third component

The required values of and are estimated as

u3U2T
X2 18

m2m3 u3

M2 u3UlTImT X2 19
m.im3 u3

M31 u2LIlT
X2 20

mim2 u2

m3U2 Mir X2
21

u2m3 u3 X2

m3U1 111271 X2

22
u3 A2

m2U1 M27 X2u7 23
u1m2 u2 X2

The formulae 18 to 23 are easily verified by expressing the expected values
of the quantitites Mk7 U17 etc in terms of rn Uk 1ny and u7
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dropping the expected values and solving the resulting equations there will be

two equations for each pair and uy
The necessary and sufficient conditions for the mechanical validity of the

formulae in this section are that

mkuk kl2.3

and

Ri0 k123
Since

mJ mSk PrSkM
Uk Sk PrSk

clearly for sensible definitions of agreement in Uk should hold for

In this case Rk will hold as well The latter statement can easily be verified

by substituting and into
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